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January 9, 2017

The Honourable Mobina S. B. Jaffer, Q.C.
Senate of Canada
Suite 900
140 Wellington Street
Ottawa, Ontario
K1A 0A4 By mail and email to mobina.jaffer@sen.parl.gc.ca

Dear Ms. Jaffer,

Over the last few months, our organization has been participating in the national 
discussion regarding the activities of Canada's security agencies. We share the 
concerns of many citizens about the effect of these activities on civil liberties. At the
same time, we have a more fundamental concern: the effect on the democratic 
spirit that underpins our peaceful and inclusive Canadian society. Our brief to the 
Consultation on National Security (copy attached) explores this effect.

Your Senate speech of June 3, 2015, highlighted how discrimination and rhetoric can
lead to the marginalization of individuals, so we feel that you would understand that
security agency activities can be detrimental to the democratic spirit, which is why 
we are addressing this letter to you.

Bill C-22, which would establish the National Security and Intelligence Committee of 
Parliamentarians (the “Committee”), has been returned to the Commons for second 
reading by the Standing Committee on National Security and Public Safety (SECU). 
We expect the bill will be the subject of a further study by the Senate Committee on
National Security and Defence (SECD), of which you are Deputy Chair.

We support the creation of the new Committee. While not a cure-all, it could 
facilitate the improvement of security legislation over the long term. Yet, in spite of 
some positive changes proposed by SECU, Bill C-22 falls short, as argued in the 
SECU study by most expert witnesses and in our own brief (copy attached).

An SECD study would be a good opportunity to address some of the shortcomings of
the bill. While we advocate major changes, as outlined in our brief, we see three 
smaller changes which, we believe, could find support in the Commons.
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One change would apply to Section 8 of the amended bill, which allows a Minister to
block a review of an activity that is an “ongoing operation”. Yet, the bill does not 
define the meaning of "ongoing operation". CSIS was recently censured by the 
Federal Court for secretly retaining mass surveillance data about innocent people 
for a decade, based on a secret legal interpretation. In a similar situation in the 
future, CSIS could conceivably “interpret” the data retention to be an "ongoing 
operation" and block any review for years. To close this loophole, a time limit of six 
months should be placed on the blocking of a review.

A second possible change, also recommended in our brief, is that the Committee 
"consider the appropriateness of security agency activities in a democratic society, 
rather than just their technical legality." Some existing review bodies, like the Office 
of the CSEC Commissioner, review only the legality of security agency activities. As 
suggested by the case of the CSIS data retention, the Committee needs to apply a 
higher standard. It should be explicitly stated that Committee members are 
parliamentarians whose responsibility is to determine whether law is appropriate, 
rather than to merely enforce existing law.

A third possible change would apply to section 21(5) which allows information to be 
withheld from the public when disclosure would be "injurious to national security". 
At present, even the slightest negative impact on national security is grounds for 
withholding information. Similar grounds were used by Transport Canada in a 2010 
Freedom of Information case to withhold a count of the names on the Canadian no-
fly list, even though the Information Commissioner argued that no significant injury 
would result from disclosure. This legislation should require that the level of injury 
be balanced against the need of citizens to know what security agencies are doing, 
in order to exercise democratic control over their government.

Both the CSIS data retention case, and the Freedom of Information case, are 
discussed in our brief to the Consultation on National Security.

We respectfully request that you raise these issues in SECD committee hearings 
when C-22 reaches the Senate. We would welcome the opportunity to discuss them 
with you, or with SECD. Our telephone and email contacts are shown below.

Sincerely yours,

Canadian Unitarians for Social Justice

Jack Dodds, Representative Margaret Rao, President

brmdamon@hushmail.com margaretrao@rogers.com
905-727-4097
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